Playground crime has a new enemy

Kids Series: 13 x half hour

HALF MOON INVESTIGATIONS
The playground can be a dirty place. Missing pencil cases, counterfeit homework and stolen trading cards, it is
lawless and full of vigilantes. Pint-sized twelve-year-old Fletcher Moon, a.k.a. Half Moon is the one person at school
who can catch the bad guys and save the day in this innovative kids comedy drama based on the international
best-selling novel, of the same name, by award-winning author Eoin Colfer.
Fletcher Moon has solved all sorts of minor mysteries at school and at home. But
since graduating as a fully qualified investigator from the Bernstein Detective
Agency, it was only a matter of time before things got serious. Investigating
crime and corruption in the school playground, Half Moon has seen a lot of
things normal people never see – lunchboxes stripped of everything but fruit,
counterfeit homework networks operating in five countries and truckloads of
candy stolen from babies.
Using his intelligence and humorous wit, Half Moon and his crime solving
partner, Red Sharkey, a former bad guy and son of a notorious criminal family,
use their forensic skills to solve mysteries. Tagging along on investigations is
their feisty friend and journalist Mia Stone who has a soft spot for Red and
is always trying to get the inside scoop for the school blog.
But Half Moon and Red Sharkey have an arch-rival in teacher’s pet and
criminal mastermind April. She is the ’Mafia Don’ of the playground’s
deep criminal underworld, and her minions are always scheming
against Half Moon.
Follow this crime-busting duo on stakeouts and undercover
operations as they fearlessly tackle playground thugs
and criminals, driven by an unrelenting quest for
truth and justice.
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